2000 volvo s80 transmission

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. Transmission failure with only , miles. I have always done the
required maintenance and service on the vehicle, which included a transmission flush in I had
no prior warnings, no slipping, nothing. The transmission fluid is clean, at the level it is
supposed to be at, no leaks, and no warning "check engine" or "transmission" lights came on.
My mechanic said that due to the sudden failure with no warning, it is most likely something
internal that just broke and that I have to get a new transmission. The contact owns a Volvo S
While driving approximately between mph on an incline. The "transmission" and "engine"
warning lights illuminated on the instrument panel. Then the vehicle unexpectedly lurched
forward. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic. The technician stated the
transmission required replacement. The vehicle was in the process of being repaired. The
failure and current mileages were , The VIN was unavailable. Two days, I experienced another
serious safety issue with the Volvo. I was driving the car on a busy street. Suddenly, an
electronic message came up indicating a problem with the air bag. They were cars behind me. It
was a miracle that we were not involved in an accident. I searched the internet and found out
that many people have experienced similar problems. I found many complaints online related to
Volvo sudden transmission failure. Some were even involved in accidents when their cars
suddenly stopped. I am wondering whether the government had looked at this serious safety
hazard. Volvo must be aware of the defect. I am very concerned that no one holds them
accountable and that no recall has been made thus far to address this issue. I had the car towed
to the nearest Volvo garage. I was told that the transmission needs to be replaced. I called Volvo
North America to report the problem. They did not help. Search CarComplaints. I have a Volvo
S80 with less than 40K miles and the transmission has gone out. Out of warranty Failure of shift
solenoid a was experienced. Over the course of ownership of a Volvo S80 I. Not withstanding in
any of these incidents is the cooling fan and ball joint replaced due to recall. Truly this car has
been more expensive than any other known to be driven. At the time of purchase, the research
was scant in terms of problems. After, the transmission was corrected at the dealership, I went
to trade the car into purchase another car. The dealership where I purchased the car basically
would not give money on its trade. After several thousand dollars later in repairs, I am still
fuming over a car that was purchased solely for the "historical" Volvo standard and its
commitment to safety. The vehicle shudders horribly when upshifting from 1st to 2nd gear.
Failed transmission and ABS hydraulic control. This model a real lemon--the worst running car I
ever owned. Defective battery cable linkage caused intermintent stalling, motor does not run
smooth and surges at low speeds. Poor winshield wipers that dealer can seem to fix. Interior
controls break often, light bulbs are constantly going out--every light replaced at least once.
Automatic transmission replaced "under warrenty" at 51,but must have been replaced with a
rebuilt or used transmission--as it is very much louder and 'wines' when shifting--very loud.
Also strange things in the electrical system, doors that won't open or lock by themselves. ABS
brake light constantly going on. Car is a lemon with many design flaws, and dealer is powerless
or refuses to fix, despite the fact that I took it in for service regularily to the same dealer. This is
the second Volvo from same dealer, other was a dl , a wonderful car. I will never buy or lease
another Volvo--please warn others. When full throttle is applied to the vehicle in a stationary
position, the call pulls badly to the right. Consumer has been told that this is torque steer
problem, which could be potentially dangerous, the front wheel drive train is unable to evenly
distribute the power produced by the turbo system. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. The Volvo S80 is an executive car produced by the Swedish manufacturer
Volvo Cars from to across two generations. It took the place of the rear-wheel-drive S90 as
Volvo's flagship sedan. The first generation â€” was made available for the model year. It has
since been built at the Torslanda Works in Gothenburg , Sweden, with a few model year cars for
the North American market built at Volvo's Halifax Assembly plant. Unlike most Volvo models, it
did not have a station wagon version for its first generation. The second generation â€” was
released in as a model year car. It has an estate version, the third generation of the Volvo V The
model was replaced by the second generation S90 in the later half of The design takes styling
cues from the Volvo ECC concept. The first-generation S80 is based on the Volvo P2 platform.
Over , first-generation S80s were built. No existing manual gearbox would fit in the engine bay
with the six-cylinder engine, so Volvo had to develop their own, the M It featured also an
environmental specification, covering aspects such as allergens from textiles, fuel economy
and the life cycle of the car from production to dismantling. The S80 used CAN bus multiplexing
wiring. The S80 was initially available with four different engines. Starting the range was a
detuned 2. Next up was a 2. The 2. In some European countries, the entry level S80 came with a

2. These were sold in countries such as Portugal where larger capacity engines were penalized
by heavy taxes. Minor exterior design changes occurred between and versions, notably front
grille styling. They tested a left-hand drive, 4-door saloon, registered in , with front seatbelt
pretensioners , seatbelt load limiters , as well as front, side, body, and head airbags:. Scores
given for the car showed pedestrians' legs facing a very aggressive front end, resulting in only
2 stars of 4 for pedestrian safety. Despite this EuroNCAP did state "This large Volvo is very safe
and gave a good all round performance" due to the good adult protection inside the car in the
event of a collision. The second generation S80 was unveiled at the Geneva Motor Show [28] on
28 February, with sales beginning in June The new S80 features a new 3. The engine features
four catalytic converters and advanced electronics. The structure featured high strength boron
steel for safety. Brake support offers additional assistance by preparing the braking system so
that the car can begin stopping faster and preparing for panic brake application. Ready alert
brakes RAB are also available to anticipate severe braking. It prepares for this by moving the
brake pads closer to the discs. The T4 variant features the 1. The S80L is a long-wheelbase
variant designed and sold only in China. New features for include a choice of five-cylinder 2.
Also the 2. The update also came with the discontinuation of the Yamaha-based V8 engine. An
option was added for California on the 3. More chrome trim was added to the front, the rear end,
and the doors to look like the S80 Executive. The Volvo S80 facelift also comes with a choice
between a comfort-enhancing standard chassis, or a sport one that offers better handling
dynamics. The S80 will be available with a S80 R-design interior package to give the inside a
sportier look. The interior package contains a new sports steering wheel, sports pedals,
Dynamic leather seats, sports gearshift knob, and a new instrument with blue background. The
car was unveiled in at the Geneva Motor Show. The Volvo S80 lineup now includes the
Inscription Package. Features Include: Sovereign Hide leather seats, high gloss walnut wood
inlays, and special trim. The 3. The Volvo S80 now features turn signals on the outside mirrors,
a new 7-inch Sensus infotainment system in the center of the dash, genuine wood interior trim
and Bluetooth audio streaming. Volvo's City Safety technology is also now standard. Premier
Plus and Platinum trims are added for the model year. The Volvo S80 now features standard
headlight washers, rain sensing wipers, and push button start ignition. The Premium Plus
edition adds xenon headlamps. The 2nd half of year introduced a new facelift with new front and
rear bumpers, new lower front fascia, new grille style, the 7-inch infotainment system becomes
standard, City Safety becomes standard, new optional digital gauge cluster, and additional
interior ambient lighting. The base Volvo S80 is powered by a new turbocharged 2. T6 AWD
models come with a turbocharged 3. A six-speed automatic transmission and all-wheel drive are
also standard on T6 models. The T6 gets slightly better fuel economy than the model T6. An
optional climate package includes heated front and rear seats, a heated windshield and a heated
steering wheel. Introduced in late , midyear changes introduced for the Most notably, the new
The New S80 options include a wood steering wheel and inch "Bor" alloy wheels with a lowered
Sport Chassis. The T6 six-cylinder engine and all-wheel-drive model have been discontinued for
the model year. The S80 is also used as a base for specialised cars such as lengthened
limousines , hearses , [43] and ambulances. Ambulance models receive a completely new body
from behind the b-pillar as well as a raised roof. A sliding side door is installed on the right
hand side sometimes on both sides and the tailgate is enlarged to allow easier access. Nilsson
only manufactured ambulances based on the first generation S Nilsson has built limousines [46]
and hearses [47] based on both generations of the S Armored versions were also available. The
first generation could be ordered from the factory, with the actual armoring done by an outside
company. The second generation armoured version was available from Czech specialists SVOS
and no factory armoring was offered. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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Personally knowing a good mechanic is important if yours is a vehicle with top-quality
manufacturing including the Volvo S80, and other similar models, because repairs will likely be
more expensive than on lower-quality vehicles. You need to obtain a vehicle that will be
dependable for many years and you can rely on a real Volvo. State-of-the-art design and quality
are characteristic of Volvo vehicles. A great-looking Volvo has got an unmatched gasoline
engine and a smooth transmission. If you're the kind of person who drives a Volvo S80, then
you must know a thing or two about luxury, and you also know that part of owning a luxury
automobile is using only the highest quality auto parts. You invested in a high-performance car
because it had awesome power and performance, protect your investment and use the best
replacement parts. A used Volvo S80 Transmission Filter needs to be replaced because dirt will
stop up the Transmission Filter and reduce your ability to shift and may do damage to your
transmission. The car's Volvo S80 Transmission Filter is in place to remove small particles from
your transmission's oil. It might not be surprising that your Volvo S80 Transmission Filter is
similar in function to the engine oil filter. They are available for the following Volvo S80 years: , ,
, , , , , , , , , , , , , 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 09, 08, 07, 06, 04, 03, 02, 01, 00, This part is also sometimes
called Volvo S80 Trans Filters. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a
part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA
number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We
scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence!
Click to Enlarge. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Package
Includes Transmission Pan Gasket. Product SKU: Read more reviews. I had a bad leak on my
power steering and this help me allot way cheaper then auto zone. Catalog: B. Catalog: A.
Vehicle Volvo S Vehicle Engine Volvo S Vehicle Sub Model Volvo S Catalog: F. Catalog: C.
Vehicle Engine Transmission Volvo S Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Rosen Nissan helped make these
videos. The engine in your Volvo S80 should be running when you perform a transmission fluid
level check, otherwise it will be inaccurate. The video above shows where the transmission fluid
dipstick is located in your S80 and how to check the transmission fluid level. If the transmission
fluid level in your S80 is low, you need to add transmission fluid through the dipstick tube.
When adding transmission fluid to your S80, be sure to add it slowly as it will fill up quickly and
is difficult to remove excess fluid if you overfill. If you are having problems with the
transmission in your S80, such as clunky shifting or hesitation, check the fluid level first - it is
amazing how many drivers pay thousands of dollars for transmission work when a half quart of
transmission fluid would have fixed the problem. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Do you ever get into your friend's car and
notice a bad smell? A dirty cabin air filter could be the culprit. If your transmission is running
low on fluid, be s
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ure to add some - find out how to do this here! Car companies often use the same engines in
different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names
amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable
video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look
exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it.
Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Bad
odors inside? Check this. Be cool under pressure. Your coolant should perform well under any
condition - just like Aaron Rodgers! Change center stop light. Don't be the guy with your third
brake light burnt out. How to add transmission fluid. See all videos for the Volvo S We have a
massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything

